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THE   ROTATIONAL   RAMAN   EI FECT: MOLECULAR 

IMPURITIES   IN   ALKALI   HALIDES" 

By 

R.  Callender    and P.  S,   Pershan 

Division of Engineering and Applied Physics 

Harvard University     Cambridge,   Massachusetts 

ABSTRACT 

Raman scattering of light from representative alkali halide 

crystals containing CN~,  N02~, OH~ and OD" impurities is reported 

and analyzed.    The observed spectra have a low frequency range,   in 

which the scattered light is usually shifted from the incident light by 

less than 300 to 400 cm    ,  and a high frequency range in which the 

shifts are typically 1000 to 2000 cm' .    Although the low frequency 

region does not readily lend itself to quantitative analysis it is clear 

that its main features can be interpreted in terms of a mixture of 

second order scattering from the pure host,  impurity induced first 

order scattering that results from perturbing the pure host, and 

scattc ing from the rotational degrees of freedom of the molecular 

impurity. 

The high frequency region,  on the other hand,  consists of 

spc*   . whose frequencies are characteristic of the internal normal 
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coordinates of the molecule.    A very narrow totally polarized line 

with depolarized sideband structure is generally observed.    The sharp 

central component is at the frequency of an internal molecular normal 

coordinate and,  typically,   has a linewidth of one cm    ,     It is little 

affected by the type of host or changes in temperature.    It is found 

that the sideband structure gives a measure of the molecular rotational 

dynamics.    Depending on host and impurity,  the observed characteristic 

behavior varies from nearly free rotation to heavily trapped librational 

motion. 

The techniques employed here,   both theoretical and exper'- 

mental,  demonstrate and define the rather broad usefulness of the 

Raman effect in studying systems of an analogous nature as in,  for 

instance,  molecular motion in liquids and liquid crystals as well as 

molecules in solids. 



I.    Introduction 

In this paper we discuss the application of spontaneous Raman 

scattering techniques to the study of rotational motions of molecules. 

Although the systems studied were restricted to selected molecular 

impurities in various alkali halide single crystals, the results suggest 

that observations and analysis similar to what we report here will 

enable one to also study rotational motions of other molecular systems, 

including liquids. The particular impurities and host crystals 

chosen for detailed examination were CN' in KC1,  KBr and NsCl as 

well as OH" and OD' in KC1.    In addition less extensive observations 

were made on these same molecules in other hosts and also on NO? 

in representative crystals.    The choice of these systems for the present 

work was partially made on the basis that they had previcasly been 

studied by a variety of other methods and although a good deal was 

already known of their rotational kinetics,  a number of questions had 

not yet been satisfactorily answered.     " The consistency between 

conclusions drawn from the present measurements and previously 

published results of others is some measure of the general suitability 

of Raman scattering for quantitative measurements of molecular rota- 

tions. 

Extensive studies; including near infrared absorption,   stress,  and 

specific heat measurements, have been performed by Seward and 

(2) Narayanamurti on CN   doped samples, The detailed structure ol the 

abaorpticn bards in the vicinity of the internal stretching mode of the 
I - -1 

CN    molecule (near 2000 cm    ) was used to determine some !   atures 

of the molecular rotational motion.    The conclusion was that the CN' 

i- 
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molecule in KCI,  KBr,  and RbCl is a relatively free rotator which could 

114) be succeasfully treated by the Devonshire model. x        In the case of CN 

in NaCl and NaBr,  the results were inconclusive,  but it was supposed 

the molecule is relat:vely heavily trapped in a given orientation.    Vacancy 

and entropy studies showed that the CN" molecule generally substitutes 

for the anion of the host.    Stress measurements indicated that the minimum 

energy directions for the CN" molecule are along (100) directions of the 

crystal. 

Near infrared absorption stuides in the vicinity of the OH' stretching 

mode {~ 3600 cm" ) have been reported by Klein and co-workers.     ' 

Structure on this absorption hand was interpreted to suggest that the 

molecule has lower energy ex jitations: one near 300 cm"   and one near 

30 cm    .    These two excitations together with the ground state splittings, 

have been found to be inconsistent with the simple Devonshire model. 

The "30 cm    " excitation has been directly seen as an absorption band in 

f 5) the far infrared by Bosomworth for a few OH    doped systems. The 

30 cm     excitations can also be correlated with observed changes of the 

(3) thermal conductivity of OH    doped sample". The ground state tunnel- 

ing splittings of KClrOH    have been estimated using paraelectric reso- 

nance by Bron and Dreyfus, Feher et al,        and Shearer and Estle. 

Direct microwave absorption measurements of the tunneling levels in 

KCl:OH" and NaCl:OH" have been performed by Scott. ^9)   He has 

speculated that an extra term in the Devonshire expansion of the crystal 

potential can be used to explain the tunneling levels as well as the 30 cm" 

and 300 cm"   excitations.    Measurements of electric field induced 

dichroisms in the OH" U. V.  absorption bands have indicated the hydroxyl 
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ion substitutionally replaces an anion of the host with equilibrium direc- 

tions of the molecule's axis pointing along (100) directions. 

(13) Narayanamurti et al have made extensive infrared and thermal 

conductivity measurements on alkali halide systems doped with NO.," 

and NO.,  .    In the NaCUNO," system, the molecule is heavily trapped 

performing only a small librational motion even a^ room temperature. 

For KCl:NO  ~ and KBriNO^,",  energy levels corresponding to free rotation, 

libration, and tunneling were found.    In the KI:NO?~ system,  considerable 

translational motion was suspected.    In general for NO^' the C2 axis of 

the molecule (this system has a bent structure like H?0) was found to 

lie along (110) crystal axes directions in its equilibrium configuration. 

The organization of th» paper is as follows.    The next section 

contains some theoretical considerations applicable to the particular 

systems studied here.    In addition the formulism that was found to be 

most convenient for a detailed discussion of the experimenta-ly observed 

light scattering properties of molecular impurities is specified.    The 

formulism in this section will be kept as general as possible since we 

believe its convenient form is directly applicable to a large variety of 

other physical systems.    Section III contains a description of the important 

components of the experimental apparatus as well as a description of the 

samples used in this study.    The experimental results are discussed in 

sections IV and V.    Here specific physical models for each impurity host 

system will be given.    The formulism described in section II will be 

employed in order to relate the propo&ed models for the impurity motions 

to the observed spectral features.    The   discussion in section IV will 

concern only low frequency scattering (< 500 cm' ) where the internal 

=Sr 
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normal coordinates of the molecule are not «xcitud.    This is found to be 

not very useful in understanding molecular rotational motion,     'i section V 

we will discuss higher frequency scattering (> 100C cm' ) in the vicinity of 

the eigen frequencies of the internal normal coordinates.    Sidebands 

accompanying the Raman scattering of the internal normal modes give 

quite detailed information on the molecular rotational motion. 

11.    Theoretical Consideration 

A.    Scattering Equations 

The scattering theory used here is based on a semiclassical 

(15-19) approach that has been described by a number of authors. Although 

effect of the finite optical wavelength is neglected,  this can be justified 

and the theory has yielded good results for Raman scattering of all orders 

for crystals of the rock salt structure as well as others.    One may assume 

the Raman scattering is due to an ensemble average of identical molecules 

that do not interact with each other multiplied by the total number of mole- 

cules,  n ,  which takes part in the scattering.    Then,  following Born, 

the intensity of scattered radiation per solid angle,  frequency shifted by 

u from the laser centered at u0,  is given by 

4 

I(w). 'UoV Y. ..wAvu, j^vv      {2-i) 
2nc ^ ijk*      J        J 

where c is the speed of light,   n is the unit vector describing the pr'ari- 

zation of the scattered radiation,  and (E  ), and E  ),= (E   ).     ^re the -2 

and k components of the amplitudes of the positive and negative fre- 

quency components of the incident    radiation's electric field.    The 

functions I,,    .Au) are fourth rank tensor expressed by 



^M^ =Z      Z'leJCP<-Ern/hT)<n|a.k|m>(nija.jJn)o(w.^-|(Em-Eti))    (2-2) 

where m and n denote the eigenstates of the approximate Hamiltonian 

that is taken to represent vibrational and rotational motions of the mole- 

cule and its environment and Z i«; the partition function associated with 

these eigenstates.     Viewing the polariz^bility a as a time dependent 

operator in the Heisenberg representation,   this equation can also be 

written as 

Iik(j^)^n^   ^ ,.-^yt)ak{0)) (2-3) 

where the brackets denote a thermal average.    Under the assumption 

that the exciting frequency,  U)       is not near any absorption band of the 

molecular scatterer,  c. is taken to be a real,   symrnetiic tensor.    In 

this case the I . from Eq.   (2-3) satisfy I..    .. = I. .   ., = I..     .. and 
ik. J* ik, j*       ki, ]X,       ik, *j 

I.,    .„-!..   ...    Since it has been assumed that the measurements 
IK , J/- |.fc , IK 

reflect a large number of scattering events from individual impurit/ 

centers (an ensemble average),  the functions I      .-will transform 
ik, j* 

according to the site symmetry of the environment of the impurity. 

For the particular systems here,  the site uymmetry is 0. .    Since the 

functions I..   . ^ have the same symmetry properties as the elastic 

constants,   one can make use of the well known properties of the 

elastic tensors for cubic crystals te demonstrate that for the 0    point 

group there are only three independent functions namely I (w),I (w) 7    xx,xx xx,yy    ' 
and Ks,  VJ

W)' The x-y'z laboratory axe chosen to coincide with the xy, xy 

( 100) axes of the host. 

y:f 
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In genoral the time dependence of the Ct. -(t) is far to complicated to 

discuss without some simplifying assumptions.    For the particular systems 

slulied here,  the observations are consistent with the assumption that the 

internal vibrational coordinates of the molecule do not couple to either the 

rotational or translational motion of the molecule as a whole,   i.or to the 

vibrational coordinates of the medium surrounding the molecule.    Clearly, 

■•.his assumption is not rigorously true; nevertheless,  for the systems 

studied here, the observed Raman spectra do not appear to be significantly 

influenced by this coupling.    Without claiming this assumptioi   to be 

generally true for dll systems,   it is clear that the systems studied here 

are not unique in this respect.    Where ever else this assumption proves 

to be applicable the techniques described here will yield direct informa- 

tion on the rotational motion of molecules.    It remains for future research 

to determine just how widely it will be applicable.    Under this assumption 

the polarIz.bility associated with an isolated impurity molecule can be 

represented in the form 

r 

a.. =a0    +y [da   /dQv]        QV
 . (2-4) 

The term a  ., describes contributions to the polarizability tensor arising 

from the orientation of thfl rigid molecule 'i. e.   neglecting the internal 

vibrational coordinated),  the translation motion of the molecule's center 

of mass,  and the interaction between these and the vibrational coordinates 

of the media surrounding the molecule.    The (Q   j for v = 1 r represent 

the internal vibrational coordinates of the molecule,  assuming there are "r" 

of them     The coefficients f3a../3Q   ] ars assumed to be solely dependent 
lJ O   =0 



on the molecule; and,  in the molecule's reference frame "MF",  these 

are just constants. 

We may write the general eigenstates tha* appear in Eq,   (2-2) in 
r 

the form |n) = j*)   ||   JN   ) where the (JN   >} are simple harmonic 
V=l 

oscillator wave functions appropriate to the internal molecular mode 

Q    and J5) designates ail other quantum numbers of the system including 

the orientational and the other vibrational coordinates of the impurity- 

host system.    In order to consider scattering where only one of the N 

changes by + 1,  i. e.  Stokes scattering in the vicinity of an internal 

molecular mode, defir. J 

av    =[äa.i./aQV]  v   Q
V. (2-5) 

-■' IJ Q   =0 

Then tl     matrix element aV..(MF) =< N    =0laV..lN    = l) (2-6) ij v       '     ij'    v 

is a constant when the coordinates (ij) refer to the molecular frame of 

reference,  MF,    It is not necessary to calculate the numerical values 

for the fa  ,.(MF)j; their from follows directly from symmetry considera- 

tions.<15'1?l> 

In order to calculate the Raman spectrum from Eq.  (2-2), these 

tensors must be rotated into the laboratory frame which,  in all cases, 

will be defined by the \ 100) axes of the host.    In a more complete calcula- 

tion,  it would also be necessary to take into account the translational 

motion of the molecule.    For our purposes,  it can be shown that to a good 

approximation the translational motion can be neglected in the present 

'21) discussion. The effect of this is that in discussing models of the 

possible types of molecular motion,  all model» which have equivalent 

rotational motion,  regardless of the translational motions, predict the 
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same spectra for Raman scattering in the vicinity of an internal stretch- 

ing niode. 

V 
In cases where a   ..(MF) is not isotropic the polarizahility of the 

molccule as «een in the laboratory frame is a function of the Eulerian 

angles that relate the MF frame to the laboratory frame.    Schematically 

denoting these angles by 12 the rotation of a   ..(MF) into the laboratory 

frame can be written formally as 

aV = R(0)aV(MF)R+(57) . (2-7) 

where R(n) is the appropriate rotation matrix.    We then have that the 

Stokes scattering in the vicinity of the V     stretching mode has the fol- 

lowing form in the Schrodinger picture. 

^kj^^E^/^^n^'^^r'^^'i^iJ-'^l^ji1^ 
, (2-8) 

x  ö[(u +uv - h    (E, - ET,)] 

where the labels " and ? define the rotational and vibrational eigenstates 

which do not include the molecular internal modes. 

The aV.. in Eq.   (2-8) are related to the aV..(MF) defined by Eq.   (2-()) 

through the unitary transformation specified by Eq.  (2-7).    The eigen- 

frequency of the V     mode is W   .    In the Heisenberg picture 

CO 

IV
ik( .£(w) =-^ f   dt exp[-it(u + Wv)KaV.je(t)aV

ik(0)) (2-9) 

where the time dependence of a   . .(t) is just the time dependence that 

results from transforming Eq.   (2-6) into the laboratory frame of reference. 

It is a matter of the convenience of a particular calculation as to the 

choice of either Eq.   (2-8) or (2-9).    In general if e.-plicit knowledge of the 



wave functions of the system are known,  then the Schrodinger form of the 

polarizability used in conjunction with Eq.   (2-8) will exactly define the 

scattering results.    However,   in many cases this type of information is 

not available and then the Heisenberg formulation of (2-9) may be more 

useful.    In particular it is often possible to exploit the formal similarity 

of this scattering equation with its classical analog in which case the 

brackets are interpreted as a corrrelation function and treat the motion 

of the molecule by classical or semiclassical arguments.    This serves 

in many cases to give a reasonable description of the experimental results. 

It may be noted the rotation matrices R(fi) of Eq,  (2-7) are time independent 

when viewed in the Schrodinger picture or time dependent in the Heisenberg 

picture.    In this latter case, we have    ::plicitly 

aV{t) =R^(t))aV{MF)R+(n(t)) . (2-10) 

These rotation matrices are rather involved,  and for this work it has 

been found to be more convenient to treat each impurity host system 

separately as a special case where some symmetry argument could be 

exploited.    A representation of the general form of Eq.  (2-7) in terms of 

the Eulerian angles is given later in this section. 

A simplification of Eq.  (2-9) can be made as follows: 

aV(MF) =äV^4/eV(MF) (2-lla) 

where -v     1 v 
a    =jTr a (MF) 

Tr ßV(MF) = 0 {2-llb) 

and 1 is the identity matrix.    Any second rank tensor may be so decomposed. 

Using Eq.  (2-10), we have 
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av(t) = a I + gv'(t) {2.12a) 

£V(t) =R{Sl(t))£v(M^m+(i7(t)) . (12-I2b) 

The scattering is described in terms of the Fourier transform of the 

correlation functions 

(aVto^O)) = (a')2+ä'I ^'(0)/ 
(2-13) 

/    ^     \ Now x £   (t)/is a second rank tensor which must be invariant under all 

operations of 0.   symmetry.    In this case it is easy to show that ?*ny 

second rank tensor must be proportional to the identity matrix.    This 

taken with the fact th.t Tr r'(t)  = 0 (this holds for all times as can be 

seen by noting Eq.   {2-llb) and also that the trace is invariant under 

unitarv transformation) implies that ' :(t / - (£(0)/  = 0.    Thus 

<av.;(t)av..(0)/ ={äv)2c.;: .+' Sv.,(t)=''   (0), (2-14) 
j* ik ]i   ik ji ik 

and we have from Eq.   (2-9) 

I'..    .,('*) = (a")   :., ': .;c{u; + tj') 

(2-15) 

+ 2n"ir    dt exp[-it(u; + w  )]< E'. .(1) = "'.. (0) / 
1* IK 

-OS 

where  -.. is the Kroniker delta function.    There are.  then,  in cases 

where the polarizabiiity of a particular internal mode is nonzero,  two 

components to the scattering for 0.   point site symmetry.    The first is 

centered at the frequency of the stretching mode and is ncl broadened 

by the rotational motion.    This has been called by a variety of terms 
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including trace scattering and the "Q{0)" branch.    Taking note of the 

Kroniker delta functions,  the trace scattering is totally polarized, 

parallel to the electric field of the incident light,  and is independent 

of crystal orientation. 

The second half of Eq.   (2-15) arises from the traceless com- 

ponents of the polarizability tensor and is modulated by the motion of 

the molecule.    Since the brackets represent an ensemble average,  it 

is evident aga?n following the arguments discussed above that 

< ß   .fl(t)ß   ■i-(c'^ is invariant under 0,   symmetry; andj thus, the only 

independent quantities are < 0V .  {t)0V     {0)>,<eV     {t)ßV    {0)> and 

^ß „  (t)ß       (OP (again ensemble averages with the obvious permuta- xy xy 

tion of the indices are identical).    In this case, however,  since Tr J3{t) = 0 

(2-16) 

0=<(ßxx^+Ot)+eVzZ^
ßV

yy(0)) 

= 2(i3v   (t)ßv   {0)> +<iv   (t)ev   (0)>. xxv '     yy*   ' xx* '     xx*   ' 

Therefore,  following from Eq.   (2-16) the second component of Eq.   (2-15) 

predicts only two independent spectral functions in addition to the trace 

scattering --function.    We shall consistently express the results here 

in terms of (eV    (t)ßV    {0)and(eV    (t)pV    (0)). xx'        xxv   ' xy1        xy' 

The scattering in the vicinity of a stretching mode then conven- 

iently divides into three terms.    Experimentally the narrow trace 

scattering can be used to locate the position of the stretching mode.    It 

is also very useful in probing the extent to which the theory holds.    The 

predicted linewidth is zero and departures from this are a direct measure 

of the approximations used here.    The other two scattering functions are 

a measure of the rotational motion of the molecule.    As defined by 
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specific models,  tumbling times if appropriate can be measured from 

the bandwidth of the Raman results. 

The three terms can be isolated by choosing appropriate scat- 

tering geometries.    The detail? for this are tabulated in Table 2-1 

where several of the most convenient geometries are given in terms of 

the crystal axes.    It may be noted that the trace scattering cannot be 

completely isolated.    However,   in practice,   since it is quite narrow, 

it is easily identified in an examination of the results.    The other two 

scattering terms can be clearly isolated simply by using cases (2) and 

(4) of Table 2-1.    As a practical matter due to finite solid angles and 

other effects,  the Raman geometries are noi; precisely defined in per- 

forming the actual experiment,  however,   cases (2) and (4) were found 

to maximize the isolation of the two rotationally modulated terms and 

were most often used. 

The discussion in this section has been almost exclusively in 

terms of the Raman scattering that originates in the internal stretching 

vibrations of the molecule itself.    Since the internal energieg of the 

molecules studied here are large (2000 cm     for CN  ,   3600 for OH", 

and 800 cm     for the lowest frequency mode of NO?  ) compared to 

rotational states of the free molecule or vibrational states of the impure 

host,  the scattering results from these two components can be experi- 

mentally separated.    Thus,  there are two different,  clearly definable 

spectral regions: low frequency scattering and high frequency scat- 

tering in the vicinity of the stretching modes; the spectra from the two 

sources are Aundamentally different. 

As defined by Eqs.   (2-8) and (2-9),  the sideband data are a 

measure of the tumbling or rotational-like motion of the molecule itself. 
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Case 

E- k. E k Intensity Proportional 
to 

1       J7(U0)    ^7(iro)     JI{no)    (00l)     <aV)2+<0V
xy<t)eV

xy(o)> 

+ i<ßV    {t)ßV    (0;) 4       xx* '    xxv   ' 

2 J2(110)      ^(ifO)      ^(lIO)     (001)       l^xxW^O0» 

(100) (010) (100)     (001)      (aV +<ÖV
xx(t)ßV

xx(0)> 

4 (100) (010) (010)    (001)      (SV
x (t)ßV

x (0)> 

av =3Tra (MF) 

Table 2-1:   Scattering results for various geometries in the vicinity 
A A 

of a stretching mode.    E-. and k0 are unit vectors describing the direc- 

tions of the polarization and propagation of the incident light field, 

respectively, with Eg and kg analogously defined for the scattered light. 

See text for a discussion of the various terms in the scattering.    The 
A A 

directions of krt and k   have been listed for convenience and do not v a 

influence the scattering results. 
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The details of the interaction between the host and the molecule will 

determine the tumbling motion [examine,   for example,   Eq,   (?-10)]. 

However,  no matter how complicated the motion,   is,  the Raman cross 

section in the vicinity of the stretching mode is a projection of uhe 

tumbling motion of the molecule only.    The low frequency scattering, 

on the other hand,   is much harder to interpret.    For example,  the 

calculation of the Raman cross section which involves a rotational 

motion of the molecule with a simultaneous motion of host ions must 

include the whole complex.    To further complicate matters,  the low 

frequency results will also include the rather large normal second 

or 'er Raman scattering of the pure alkali halide (these crystals have 

no first order allowed scattering) as well as scattering from phonon- 

like modes which do not include the rotational motion of the molecule. 

In the special case where quantum states may be separately- 

labeled as to modified rotational states and modified host phonon states, 

the low frequency scattering results can be labeled by normal second 

order,  induced first order,  and molecular rotational scattering.    The 

induced first order scattering is a result of the k selection rule becoming 

somewhat relaxed by the presence of the impurity.    For spherical 

(18) impurities in alkali halides,  this effect has been calculated by Xinh, 

Maradudin, and others. Their results will be used in section 

IV when the low frequency results are given. 

One further theoretical point to be noted for this special case, 

where there are separate rotational and modified phonon states,  is that 

there is a relationship between the sideband spectra and the low frequency 

scattering spectra due to rotational-like motion of the rigid molecule. 
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If the symmotry of the internal mode is the same as that of the moleetilu. 

tlien the shape and form of the two scattering spectra arc identii al since 

in the molecular frame the forms of the polarizability tensors for the 

rigid molecule and for the a   .. are identical apart from a constant factor, 
* ij r 

To be specific,   viowinp the polarizability as a Heisenberg operator,   we 

/   v       v      > 
are interested in quantities  like w.   ft)a  (0)/ in the vicinity of the stretch- 

ing mode and (ot  (t)a (0)) for the low frequency results where J-  (t) denotes 

the polarizability of the molecule at time t in its ground vibration state. 

We have aV{t) = R(iJ{l))aV(MFH3+(S2(t)) and a simi'ar expression for a0(t). 

Since the stretching mode is assumed not to perairb the rotational motion, 

the rotation matrices involved for both a   (t) and a'(t) arc equal.    Then if 

a   (MF) = Da   (MF) where !3 is a constant,  the functional form of the two 

correlation functions are equal.    Examining Eqs.   (2-8) and (2-9) it is 

evident the scattering spectra are the: same apart from a shift in origin 

due to the stretching mode frequency and the constant factor multiplying 

the intensity.     For the molecules studied here,   all the internal stretching 

modes except the B. mode of NO .    do preserve the symmetry of the mole- 

cule.    Thus,  except for this last case,  a detailed comparison can be made 

between structure of the sideband data and structure of the low frequency 

data. 

This theory can be extended to any molecular system where the 

internal normal coordinates are not coupled to other degrees of freedom. 

One would find a low frequency region where the Raman scattering would 

be due to a complicated sum of correlations functions between individual 

components of the system.    The high frequency scattering,   however,   in 

the vicinity of a stretching mode would reflect the tumbling motion of a 
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single molecule.     Nowhere in the development of the high frequency scat- 

tering have the details of our particular systems been exploited except in 

the development of the depolarized scattering symmetries due to the point 

symmetry of the molecule's site.    These symmetry considerations are 

readily extendable to other point symmetries.    In an Isotropie liquid, 

for example,  one would find only two scattering symmetries rather than 

three found for 0.   symmetry.    That is one in which the scattered light 

is polarized parallel to the incident electric field of the laser,  which 

would include the trace scattering,  and one dtpolarized spectra (polarized 

perpendicular to the electric field of the laser) which would be a measure 

of the molecular motion.    For detailed expressions for this rase,   see 

ref, (24 and 25). 

For reference,  we conclude this section by listing the forms of 

the polarizability tensors in the molecular frames for the molecules 

studied here.    We have for OH" and CM",  one stretching mode 

aV(.MF) = I      a (2-17) 

\    b! 

where the z aMs is taken along the internuclear axis of the molecule. 

In the case of the NO?    impurity,  there are three internal modes (see 

reference (13)) all of which are Raman active.    The point group sym- 

metry of the molecule is C?   ; two of th ■» modes have A. symmetry and 

the third has B. symmetry.    From Loudon, 

A /a \ 
a   l(MF)  = I      b       1 (2.18a) 

I 
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Bi a     (MF) = j 0   0   0 1 (2-lKb) 

B.    Angular Dependeru e of the Polarizability Tensor 

The functional form of the molecular polarizability tensor in 

terms of the Eulerian angles can be derived in the following way.    Wo 

have from Eq.   (2-7) 

aV(r2) =R(S2)aV(MF)R+(n) (2-19) 

Let (aß\) = (J2) be the Eulerian angles as defined by Edmonds. 

Throughout this section,  we shall use the definitions and normalizing 

conventions as given in ref.   (26).    For S? = 0 the moleuclar coordinate 

system coincides with the laboratory axes jj  (0) =a  (MF). 

To perform the operations defined by (2-19),  it is convenient to 
v 

decompose a  (MF) into forms which have the transformation properties 

of irreducible tensor operators,  T(kq).    These functions,  for each k, 

form a set of 2k + 1 operators (q = -k, -k+l,.... k-1, k) which,   under an 

arbitrary rotation,  transform like 

k 

R(Q)T(kq)R+(r2) =     ^T    T(kq,)Dk
qlq(ll!) . (2-20) 

q^-k 

k 
The forms and symmetry properties of the D     ,  (fi) are well known and 

form a convenient set of functions.    Reference should be made to Edmonds 

and Rose for explicit properties of the D     ,   (f2). 

The components of a symmetric second rank tensor transform 

under rotations like bilinear combinations of x, v and z,   i.e.  a      trans- ' xy 

forms like xy.    As defined in Edmonds,  the solid harmonics, '"'«    (r), *m ~ 

are given by 
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where i     ^(".0) are sp..erical harmonics,   transform like T(J?-m).    T' ■• 

solid harmonics in terms of x, y, ?. functional forms can be found in 

Table 1 of Edmonds.     For example,   v/e have 

y20 = 4'Wn)*(2z2 - x2 - y2) (2-22) 

Thus, 

T(20) =-T'CS/nr (2a       -a      -a     ) (2-23) ■.',/.        xx        yy 
•1, i 

when the "equals sign" is taken to mean both sides of the equation have 

the same fansformation properties.    Examining Table 1 of Edmondf 

further,   it is found 

T(0e)  = 2"in'?(a       +a       +0     ) (2-24) 
xx        yy        «z 

T(2+l) = *2'l(!5/2n)*{a     <" ia    ) zx"       zy 

T(2+2) = 4'1(15/2n)*(a      -a      +2ia    ). 
- ' xx       yy "       xy 

The six independent components of a second rank tensor,  a,   can be 

written as sums of T(jfq) by inverting the above equations.    Defining 

the following matrices^ 

.0        ,_,..*('   .^ 

■ 

au
0 =(2/3)(n)'|       1       j (2-25) 

ä2
0 = {2/3)(n/5)M -1 

A2 kl  0   0   ^ 
a ,,, = (Zn/isyl o o    i 

\+l   i     0/ 

A2 i    .l   +i   0 

0. = (2n/15)c    +i   -1   0 
- 0     0   0 
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we have 

+2 

a=T(0.0)a0
0+    ^    T{2,m)a2

m. (2-26) 

m=-2 

The matrices aJ      can be viewed as prcjection matrices as they project 

out just the proper combinations of a that transform under rotations in 

the same way as irreducible tensor operators.    Therefore,  a rotation 

of a will change the T{i-m) in Eq.   (2-26) as in (2-20). 

Now,   letting a   = a (0)  ^"'(MF).  w- have 

aV(r2)  =R(aV(0))R+ = T0(0,0)a0    +) kZ    T0{Z.m')DZ.(Q)        (2-27) 
mm 

where T  (^m) are values multiplying the a        when H = 0.    Note this 

formula reduces correctly at fi = 0.    We have from Edt ; that 

D2    ,    (0) = fc     ,    . 
mm mm 

V V 
For the case where a'liwF) is diagonal with elements a       ,0.       , ~ ' 6 xx       yy 

v 
and a       ,   (2-27) reduces to ~  zz 

V -1     V V V 
a (Q) = 1 l{a       + a       + a      )l ~ xx yy zz'~ 

+ 4~1(5/TT)t~   a2   f(2av     .av     - av    )D2     (n) 
L^ m 72. xx yv       0m 

+ 3^(aV      - aV    )(D2
:>    (Q) + D2   ,    (f2))] . (2-28) xx yy *      2m -2m        ' 

C.    Selection Rules 

In general the wave functions for the rotating molecule can be 

labeled according to the irreducible representations of the molecule's 

point site symmetry.    Fo/ a particular experimental scattering geometry, 

it can be expected that only certain of the Haman allowed transitions jvill 
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be seen.    It is the purpose of this section to derive some rules govern- 

ing this by examining the transformation properties of a  (Q). 

Let r be the group of symmetry operate »-s of the molecular site 

and - „ be the subgroup of T containing all the proper rotations of T. 

Associated with ^R are forms for a symmetric second rank tensor 

which will transform amongst themselves according to the irreducible 

representations of ~ Let ir    be the j      representation and the u 

component of the representation,,    The specific forms of uJ    can be 

found in Loudon. For the 0. (m3m) group,  for example.  T     = 0 in 

the Schoenflres notation or 432 in the international short notation and the 

/ i 
u     consist of one A.,  two E,  and three F, components.    Expand^ (f^ 

as a sum of these tensors (six are needed,  in general,  as there are 

six independent elements of £  (Q)).    For an aribitrary 7,   some 

representations may be repeated.    We have 

CL
V

{S?) = tt .{\lP.) (Z-C9) 
—'.        a   u 

where the angular factors are grouped into the functions r  (fi). 

The uJ    are defined by the laboratory (crystal) axes,  and the 

experimental scattering geometry chooses which of the ir    will be 

observed.    The selection rules are determined by the transformation 

properties of the f u{^) since scattering between the rotational states 

S and S' will be allowed if (S| r  (n)jS') is nonzero.    W.» thus need to 

determine the proparties of r (Q) J 

Under the group I"       except for groups with complex characters. 

i Ai the functions f (.(H) transform is the same way as uJ  .    Consider the 
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following.    Apply one of the symmetry rotations,  PR ,  to the crystal 

axes of the site.    We have for a  (fi) 

PRaV(n) =V       ^.P^R)^) (2-30) 

where PJ       (R) are the numbers describing the ti ansformation pro- 

perties of uJ
u.    If we now apply P _  to the molecule,  we must have 

the same physical situation.    Thus,  P8lt* a{f2) = pmo,ecule     a{n), 

so that 
P-Rfju(n) =ZJ^Q)PW+R) (2-31a) 

or 
ppfj..<«) =7    fJn.(n)PJ.....(-R). (2-3lb) R wvl" v..  , u'^'^a'n1 

It is easy to show (ref.   (28).   p.   74) that 

LP
J
ua,{R)!    =PJ

Ü.U(-R). (2-32) 

Thus,   if *(R) is the character of P^R),  then 

<j(R)=^ PJ
My(R)^   ,PJ

UU(-Rj   . (2-33) 

Omitting the few groups with complex characters,  we have the result 

that f u(n) transforms in the same way as uJ  (fi) under the group T 

[Inthe case of groups with complex characters [f'  {Q}]    transforms as 

u    (fi) and the selection rules are slightly more complex].    If the 

experimental geometry specifies the uJ    symmetry the only allowed 

Raman transitions are those in which the direct product of |S) with |S') 

contains ths u\   symmetry  [for point groups with real X  (R)]. 
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To take into account further aymrnetry operators of the group    , 

a crystal mirror plane,  for example,  it is necessary to have knowledge 

of the symmetry properties of the internal normal mode of the mole- 

cule.    The reason for this is that these operations acting on the mole- 

cular frame may not result in the same physical situation as a mirror 

operation acting on the laboratory frame. 

For the case of a linear molecule in C.   symmetry where the 

v 
jJX (Q) refers to the single stretching mode,   however,   the functions 

f    (fZ) do transform under the full operations of the 0    point group as 

At j 
the u    ,     It has already been shown that f    ((.2) transforms like A., E , 

and Fy representations where the subscript M is single valued,  double 

valued,  and triple valued respectively and,  further,  that f     {L') multi- 

AE plies u       and similarly for the other two representations.    Inder 0. , 

/ j 
the matrices,  u   ,,  transform like A.   ,E   ,  and F,   .    Performing the U' lg'    g' 2g 

inversion operatior on the molecule,  at any arbitrary V.,   gives the 

same po.'arizability tensor.    Therefore,  the functions f    (t2) are 

unchanged.    Thus,  r.AQ) transforms like A,   ,E   ,  and F,    as well. 

We thus have for this case that experiments which measure in turn 

/ j A i ■ j 
a ,,,   i = A    ■ u .,,  j = E    and u   .,   j = f ->    only project out transitions H lg       U    J g »i 2g r t-     , 

whose cross product contains A.   ,E   ,  and F      components respectively 

HI.    Equipment and Crystals 

The Raman measurements were made employing right angle 

scattering techniques with an argon ion laser as the exciting source 

having one watt at 4S80 A and a Spex model 1400 double monochro- 

mator.    The signal was electronically detected by a cooled EMI 9558 
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photo-multiplier and recorded by a photon counting scheme which has 

(29) been previously described. A Janis Super Vari-Temp Model 10-DT 

dewar was used for sample temperature control.    This dewar is top 

loading,  allowing sample changes with one helium fill, and works by 

blov/ing cold helium gas on the sample.    The sample temperature can 

be changed either by heating the helium gas before it reaches the 

sample chamber to the appropriate value (which we found to be con- 

venient for temperatures less than 30 K) or by heating the sample 

holder and balancing this against the cold helium gas (best method 

for temperature frorn~ 30 K to 300 K),    The temperature of the 

sample block was monitored using one of two sensors.    Most temper- 

ature measurements were made by a Phylatron Inc.  (Columbus,  Ohio) 

Gallium Arsenide diode model number CD-500A.    A constant current 

supply (supplying only 20(iA to avoid heating) in series with the diode 

created a voltage across the diode which varies with temperature. 

This voltage can be read with a potentiometer and typically a varia- 

tion of 1-2 mv/ K is seen.    The dynamic range of the diode is 1 K to 

300 K.    Due to variations in recycling of the diode and calibration 

inaccuracies,  the temperature could not be determined to within + 2 K, 

This error, however,  for nearly all the work reported here is insignifi- 

cant.    The second temperature Tensor was used for the low temperature 

region (under 30 K),   in cases where it was felt better accuracy was 

required.    This sensor,  a calibrated germanium resistor,  was made 

by Cryocai (Riviera Beach,  Florida,  model number CR1000).    Here an 

accuracy of f . 1 K was easily obtainable.    Unless otherwise stated, an 

absolute temperature inaccuracy of + 2  K should be assumed. 
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The width (full width at half intensity) of the ;'traco" lines of the 

CN~ doped systems were measured using standard geometry 180    pres- 

sure scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer.    The instrument linewidth 

of the Fabry-Perot was estimated using theoretical formulas for 

reflectivity,   mirror flatness,  and finite pinhole finesse.     In addition 

o -1 
it was found that the 4880 A laser linewidth (. 14 cm    ) was a significant 

fraction of the trace linewidth.    The instrument linewidth was taken at; 

the simple sum of these four linewidths.    The trace linewidth was 

determined using a deconvolution process developed by W.   Lacina 

which assumes a triangular instrumental slit function.    The measure- 

ments of the CN° doped systems are accurate to within 20%. 

The NO^    and CN    doped systems were made on samples grown 

by Gerhard Schmidt in the Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics 

at Cornell University.    In the case of the CN    systems,  the main 

impurity is thought to be NCO",    See reference (2) for details.    Using 

the calibration numbers quoted in reference (2) for the absorption coef- 

ficients,  the concentrations of NCO    were about two orders of magnitude 

less than the concentration of CN' in all cases.    OH    and OD    doped 

samples were grown by Franz Rosenberger at the Crystal Growth 

Laboratory,  University of Utah.    The main impurity in these samples 

-     (31) 
is thought to be several parts per million of 0  y- 

The determination of the concentration of the c   -^ant in any partic- 

ular  host was   made by measuring the optical density of one of the 

internal modes and comparing these values against previously reported 

formulas giving concentration in terms of optical density.    Reference 

(2) - (13) 
may be made to Seward       for CN    systems.   NarayanamurtO       for NO? 
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Fritz et al. '        for OH",  and Wedding'      for OD-,    This method of 

determining concentration is probably accurate to within 20%. 

IV.    Low Frequency Results 

A,    Data 

The various spectral features described in this section have 

been labeled according to the symmetry of the transition responsible 

for the particular scattering event.    Only transitions for which the 

product of the wave functions for the initial and final states contain 

a component that transforms as a symmetric second rank tensor are 

Raman allowed.    Under 0.   symmetry the six symmetric second rank 

tensors transform like the A,   ,E   ,  or F,    irreducible representations. 
Ig     g 2g r 

These are respectively nondegenerate,  doubly degenerate,  and triply 

degenerate.    Associated with each svmmetry component are appro- 

priate forms of the polarizability tensor.    These have been tabulated 

in Louden        (corrected in Loudon        ).    In general,  different scatter- 

ing geometries can separate the spectra assigned to these different sym- 

metries (although the A.    component cannot be completely isolated).    We 

have used the convention that 0.^    is the constant multiplying the tensors 
^g 

associated with E   -like transitions and a similar meaning to a.       and 
g Alg 

a^     .    Table 4-1 has been constructed in order to illustrate how different 

geometries facilitate the above-mentioned separations.    Note that 3pectra 

of purely E    and F,    symmetries can be obtained. p '      g 2g 

Data was taken on KC1:CN", KBr:CN", NaClrCN", KCl:OH",  and 

KCLOD" and are shown in Figures 4-1 to 4-6.    Figure 4-1 shows a curve 

of pure KC1 for the normal second order spectrum and a curve for 
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^ A A A 
E- kn E k Intensity Proportional 0 0 s s 

to 

1 ^(110)    ^(110)       ^(110)      (001) jaE 

T(I - I       ) 2     xxxx        xxyy 

(100) (010) (100)    (001)     |aA   |2+ljaE|
2 

lg "g 

I xxxx 

(010) (100) (100)    (001) I a       |2 

2g 

I xyxy 

4      7Z(no)    J&llo)     71{m    (001)    laA   I2+llaE I2+'aF   I2 

1^ g 2gl 

i- (I +1 +21 ) 2     xxxx       xxyy xyxy 

Table 4-1:   Low frequency scattering results for various geometries. 
A A 
En and k-. are unit vectors describing the directions of the polarization 

A A 
and propagation of the incident light,  respectively,  with E    and k s s 

analogously defined for the scattered light.    T',s dir actions of k- and k 

are listed for convenience and do not determine scattering results. 
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. 3 mole % KC1:CN    at room temperature having the same scattering 

symmetry.    In general the alkali halides have a relatively large second 

order structure,  and at 300 K the second order spectrum greatly 

obscures the possible influence of the impurity in KClrCN-,    There 

are no significant differences between the spectra,   for the pure and 

doped crystals,  shown in Figure 4-1.    The gradual rise in signal as 

one goes to smaller shifts was a common feature to much of the data 

taken at room temperature.    For all systems measured at room 

temperature there were either no effects that could be correlated with 

the presence of impurities or a structureless rise in intensity as in 

KC1:CN'.    This ma/ be due to two possible effects.    Either the second 

order spectrum is too large and really masks the impurity induced 

structure or the impurity induced scattering has been temperature 

broadened.    Both of these effects are significantly reduced in the 

spectra taken from samples th3t were at helium temperatures.    In 

fact in many samples the second order scattering is largely frozen 

out at low temperatures. 

In Figure 4-2 the normal second order spectrum for only syrm- 

metry combination (the largest contribution) of pure KC1 and the th^ee 

Raman active scattering geometries are presented for , 53%KC1:CN" 

at helium temperatures.    In the doped samples arrows have been used 

to indicate second order structure.    There is a significant impurity 

induced structure,  and it should be noted that there are spectra cor- 

responding to all of the possible Raman active symmetries and they 

all have comparable intensities. 
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In Figure 4-3 results are given for 0. 72% KBr:CN'.    In Fig, 

4-3a the KBr second order spectrum is shown tor the symmetry that 

produces the strongest scattering.    In Fig. 4-3b the spectrum cor- 

responding to dominant impurity induced Raman scattering symmetry 

and a theoretical "urve discussed in section IV.   R.   are given.    For this 

symmetry the contri  ation to the signal from f-? second order spec- 

trum is very small and is estimated to be less than 5% of the signal 

in 4-3b.    For this system the other two symmetry components to the 

i 2 imparity scattering were observed to be smah compared to the | dp,   | 

component.    Since the second order spectrum for the othe.  two com- 

ponents is quite large,  it was difficult to estimate the relative magni- 

tudes of the various impurity induced spectra.    However,  the ( Xp   ) 

due to la.     i     or la-     ! '   Ai   ' IF?-* 

impurity spectra is about a factor of 5 to IG larger than components 

2        i ,2 
.     or    air 

Ig '    ^g' 
Figure 4-4 contains the data for NaCl and . bSToNaCUCN-.    In 

this case it was found that the impurity contribution due to {a     |    was 
Kg 

negligible compared with the other two components.    It is found,  then, 

that all \hree of the CN    doped hosts give very different results,  both 

in regard to the symmetry designation of the spectra and in the shape 

and general character of the results. 

For the purposes of illustration and because it offers a chance 

of qualitative comparison for difference impurities in the same host, 

data for 1. 2%KCl:OH" and . 4%KCl:OD" are shown in Figures 4-5 and 

Z 2 
4-6.    Data which would separate the I a       I     and j a„   |     components 

AIg' ^g 
wr~e not taken for KChOH  . 
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B.      Discussion 

It is quite instructive to begin the discussion of the low frequency 

Raman scattering results with the spectra of Figure 4-3 for the KBr:CN' 

(2) system     For KBrrCN   ,  the infrared work reported by Seward       and 

the conclusions that are to be drawn in section V of this paper indicate 

that CTJ    molecule is not very heavily trapped in the sense that it is 

relatively free to rotate. 

Assuming that for a zeroth approximation one may regard the 

impurity as though it were a spherical ion which simply changes the 

mass and force constants of the ion it has replaced.    For this type of 

problem there have been a number of theoretical treatments including 

ßenekek and Nardelli      ' and Xinh        who consider Raman scattering 

from alkali halides doped with atomic impurities.    The most recent 

(23) results,  however,  are these of Harley,  Page and Walker who 

studied T *    doped potassium halides.    Although they have a great 

deal of experimental results with which one might profitably com- 

pare the results presented here we only wish to make use of their 

theoretical results. 

Employing what V-iS now become standard Green's function 

methods Harley et al calculated the spectrum for Raman scat- 

tering induced b> the presence of T.    impurities in potasium halides. 

In particular,   similar to the data given above,  there are different 

spectra for A.   ,E   .T^    experimental symmetries.    Figure 4-3b 

shows both the experimental spectra for E    symmetry as observed 
g       . 7 

for scattering from CN    doped KBr and the theoretical spectrum calcu- 

(23) 
lated by Harley et al. From Figure 2 of reference 23 one can see 
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there is also excellent agreement between the E    Raman spectrum 

induced in KBr by T-    impurities and this theoretical spectrum. 

The similarities between these different spectra a quite strik- 

ing evidence that for the CN    impurity in KBr the low frequency part 

of the impurity induced spectra can be largely explained by the same 

mechanisms that serve to explain the Raman scattering induced by 

spherica'iy symmetric impurities.    Similar conclusions can be 

drawn for the other potassium salts with CN    impurities. 

The main difference in the two curves in Figure 4-3b is the 

gradual structureless rise in the KRr:CN' data as CJ approaches 

zero.    As it is structureless,   it is very difficult to assign its origin. 

It may well be due,   in part at least,  to the rotational motion of the 

molecule.    In the results of section V,  there is a sideband,  with a 

sharp peak that is shifted from the stretching vibrational mode by 

13 cm  "and extending to 30 cm     or so.    This band should appear in 

the low frequency data for the reasons discussed in section II.    That 

is that the change induced in the polari. ability tensor by the stretch- 

ing mode has exactly the same symmetry as the static polarizability 

tensor for the rigid molecule.    The f.harp peak itself may be masked 

by spurious laser leakage through the spectrometer (the optical quality 

of this crystal made scans near 13 cm     quite difficult),  but the gradual 

rise could be due to the tail of this line. 

The results for NaCl;CN    as contained in Figure 4-4 are much 

more difficult to interpret than KC1:CN    or KBr:CN".    Here,  as will 

be discussed in section V,  the CN" molecule is rather heavily trapped 

in the NaCl lattice in the sense that it is not free to rotate.    A careful 
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analysis taking into account the changes in force constants due to the 

impurity and its molecular motion is needed.    Roughly,  however one 

can obtain some information in the following manner.    Benedek and 
(22) 

Nardelli showed that to a very good approximation,  if Ip(w) describe 

the opectrum,  associated with a particular symmetry r,   of the first 

order Raman scattering induced by a spherical impurity than for Stokes 

radiation 

Ir,u)~(Ni±±i)Mu) 

where N{u) is the Bose-Einstein thermal factor (i.e.   N(u) = [e^^'1 -l]-1), 

u is the frequency shift from the laser frequency,  and Pp(u)) reprebcnts 

the phonon density of states of the impure crystal projected along the 

F symmetry.    Now to first order p  T>(W),  the density of states of the 

pure crystal,  may be compared to Pp(w).    This is very similar to the 

(23) calculation of Harley et al mentioned above.    In fact if one uses 

Timusk and Klein's calculated density of states p   „  (w) rough 

agreement Is also obtained with the spectra in Figure 4-3. 

(35) Timusk's calculations for pure NaCl show peaks in the total 

density of states at about 120 cm' ,   140 cm' , and 180 cm    .    Except 

for the line centered at 54 cm     in Figures 4-4b and 4-4c, these peaks 

are in rough agreement with the results of NaCl:CN'.    When the total 

density of states is projected along the appropriate symmetry com- 

ponents,  there is no longer any real agreement.    The line at 54 cm' , 

which seems to be almost comoletelv F,    symmetry is probably due 
^g 

to the rotational motion of the molecule as it is repeated in the side- 

band results of section V with the same scattering symmetry. 
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The KCl:OH    and KCl:OD" cases in Figures 4-5 and 4-6 may be 

compared to each other and to KClrCN".    The lines at 300 cm'   in 

KCI:OH    and 228 cm'   in KCl:OD   ,  having apparently only F,    sym- 

metry,  are probably associated with molecular motion of the respec- 

tive molecules.    They have been seen as sidebands to the stretching 

modes in infrared absorption.    The values for the I. R,   experiment 

are 298 cm'   and 232 cm'   respectively for OH' and OD", l   ' 

Recently Klein et al have attempted to explain this line as arising 

from torsional harmonic oscillations of the hydrcxyl molecule.    The 

principal basis for this model is the observation of the 0H"/0D' 

isotope shift in frequency.    The measured shift is relatively well 

explained by a torsional harmonic oscillation model.    The 300 cm' 

line in KCl:OH    has been previously seen by Raman measurements 

by Fenner. Here the line was reported at 305 cm     having only 

Fy    symmetry in agreement with our results.    This scattering sym- 
^g 

metry supports the conclusion that, the hydroxyl motion in this case 

(37) is due to a relatively small angle torsional oscillation. The 

structure at 110 cm     for both symmetries and in both NCl:OH" and 

KClrOD    is probably due to modified phonon structure scattering as 

it neither shifts with the isotope used and compares roughly to the 

scattering found in KClrCN . 

To conclude,  the impurity induced scattering effects can be 

correlated to a mixture of impurity induced phonon scattering and 

molecular rotational scattering.    Both of these effects are com- 

parable for the cases studied here and cannot he really isolated using 

just the information from the Raman scattering.    In fact they may not 

be theoretically isolated. 
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V.    High Frequency Results 

A.    Trace Scattering 

As discussed in connection with Eq.   (2-15),  the high frequency 

spectra is expected to be composed of a very narrow trace component 

and sideband structure centered at the frequencies of the internal mo^'S 

of the molecule.    This type of scattering behavior was observed. 

Table 5-1 summarizes the  data  we  have taken as to position and half 

width of the trace scattering for various impurities and hosts.    There 

are several features that should be noted.    First,  the trace components 

are very narrow,  even at room temperature,  and exhibit onj/ small 

changes in width and position as the temperature is lowered from 

300OK to helium temperatures.    Defining a Q-factor in the usual way 

as W/AW, Q a 2000 for the CN" doped samples and Q~ 100 or better 

for the others.    Second,  with the possible exception of the OH' doped 

systems at elevated temperatures,  the position of the trace scattering 

agrees to within experimental error with the supposed "Q(0)" position 

measured by infrared absorption on the same impurity host system. 

The possible discrepancy in the case of the OH    systems may be due 

to the fact that,  in the higher temperature regions,  the I, R.   results 

are quite broad in these samples,  and the Q(0) position is not easily 

determined.    The position of the trace scattering for the KClrOH" 

(37) system as determined by Fenner and Klein is in agreement with 

ours.    The room temperature value of the I. R.  Q(0) position of 

KClrOD' has not been reported,    Asa third observation,  we found the 

B. mode for both KCIrNO-,' and KBr:N02' at room temperature to be 

very broad.    For this reason,  the frequency of this internal mode at 
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room temperature is not given in Table 5-1.    We hav, in this case, 

quite simply, that Tr a    (MF) = 0,  and there are no components in 

the Raman spectrum except those broadened by the rotational motion. 

We v'iU return to this important point late? in this sect!   n. 

The temperature dependence of the linewidth of the trace com- 

ponent for , 54%CN':KC1 has been plotted in Figure 5-1.    We also 

performed measurements on the KCl:OH' system and found a more or 

10° 

(37) 

less linear change in linewidth with temperature (from 300  K to 10 K) 

in agreement with previous measurements of Fenner and Klein. 

The interpretation of these effects is quite difficult as it is necessary 

to know the details of the interaction between host and molecule as 

well as the rotational rr jtion of the molecule.    In general, these 

linewidths are small and we believe them to be of only second order 

importance.    We do not try to interpret them here. 

Asa further consistency check for the formulism of section II, 

it is interesting to examine the KBrtNO,    system.    Here the molecule 

has two stretching modes which have a predicted trace scattering and 

one mode, the antisymmetric B. normal vibration, which as mentioned 

above, does not.    The Raman spectra attributed to one of the A. modes 

and to the B. mode of this system is pictured in Figure 5-2 for a partic- 

ular scattering symmetry.    It is apparent the A. mode has a large central 

—V o 
component at all temperatures due to the 0,    component,  but at 200 K 

the B. mode is barely visible as a broad band.    As the temperature is 

lowjred,  it becomes better and better defined as the rotational motion 

is frozen out.    At 15  K, we made careful measurements on the relative 

intensities of the three Raman active components for these two modes. 
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Dopant 

CN 

Host Trace Position Half Width (cm'1) 

OH" 

OD 

NO. 

(cm    ) 

KC1 2084.4 .9 

KC1 (8. 50K) 2087,1 .4 

KBr 2075.4 -I. 0 

KBr (90K) 2077. 5 < . 6 

NaCl 2102.4 .86 

NaCl (10OK) 2106.2 . 4 

RbCl 2077.1 <1 

RbBr 2068.4 <1. - 

KCi 3628 6.5 

KC1 (10OK) 3642 <.8 

KBr 3598 <.5 

KCI 2677 <5. 0 

KCI (10OK) 2685 <I. 0 

KCI 1323   (Aj) ~3 

806   (Aj) <4 

KBr 1317    (Aj) 

805   fA.) 

-10 

~3 

Table 5-1:   Raman data for the trace scattering of different impurity 

hoFt combinations.    Except where noted,  all data is at 300  K. 

" 
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The results are given in Tablt 5-2 for the integrated intensities. 

Consistent wif:h the theoretical frame work the B. mode has no (a ) 

component whereas the A, mode has a large (a )    component. 

B.    Sideband Data 

Results at selected temperatures are given in Figures 5-3 and 

5-4 for . 54 mole % CN" in KC1 and . 72% KBr:CN" respectively.    For 

these two cases and all others reported in this section,  the trace posi- 

tion for a particular temperature is taken as the origin of the frequency 

scale.    The data are very similar for both systems.    At the higher 

temperature, the two scattering symmetries look very much alike: a 

reasonably well-defined peak on each side of the trace position.    As 

the temperature is lowered, the peaks in the \ß     .{t)ß       (0)) polariza- 

tion remain well defined (except for the freezing out of the low energy 

side due to the Boltzmana factor).    At heJium temperatures for this 

polarization, there is one line shifted to the high energy side by 13 cm" 

and 16 cm   " for KBrrCN   and KC1:CN    respectively.    However, as the 

temperature is lowered, the (3       (t)P       (0)) component for these 

samples ceases to have really well-defined peak structure at approxi- 

mately 80oK in KBr:CN' and 120OK in KC1:CN". 

Both samples also show significant resolution limited scattering 

at the trace position.    Some of this may be real as we shau discuss 

later,  but some may al.'o be due to experimental uncertainties.    The 

trace scattering is very large und it is difficult to completely eliminate 

it from the signal.    Asa practical matter, the polaroid sheet after the 

sample is rotated until a minimum is reached in the intensity of the 

trace scattering.    However, as the signals are weak in these sideband 
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(aV)2   : (eV    (t)ßV    (0)) : (ßv    (t)ßV    {0)> 
xx xx xy xy 

Bl v   ^lllb)       . 08 +.15  : 1 : .34 

Al v   l(im) 4.6       : l : 3.27 

Table 5-2:   Relative integrated intensities for the three independent 

spectral components of two of the NO?' modes at 15  K.    The 

(ß       {t)ß       (0)) iiitensitv is taken as unity for bo'h the B, and A. 

modes. 
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spectra,   occasionally some trace scattering may not ho eliminated,    A 

second,   but more formidable experimental problem,   is the fact that by 

focusing the laser in the sample,   to some extent the laser beam has 

components for which the FZ-field is polarized parallel to what is nomi- 

nally the average propagation d1roction for the incident laser beam. 

Using a laser beam with a diameter of . 2 cm and a focusing lens of 

8 cm focal length,   a simple calculation shows that about one percent 

of the light is polarized in this way and allows spurious trace scat- 

tering that is transmitted through the polaroii analyzer.     This could not 

be eliminated in our measurements and must be taken into account 

whenever signals with the 0(0) frequency are analyzed. 

In Figure 5-5 ths   .   suits for . b3%NaCl:CN    are given.    The 

(p        (t)3        (0))   component has a single line which shifts  slightly xy xy r 

with temperature,   but is about 54 cm      from the trace frequency, 

/    V V > 
In the \ 3       {t)SB        (0)> symmetry,   we see a I.orentzian line whose 

linewidth is temperature dependent.    This  linewidth is plotted as a 

function of temperature in Figure 5-6,    To determine the linewidth, 

it was necessary to subtract out a small amount of trace scattering 

in the data which was narrower than the instrumental resolution and 

is probably due to the instrun ental causes discussed above.     The error 

bars in Figure 5-6 were determined by successively fitting Lorentzians 

to the data until the calculated curves would no longer fit the "wings" of 

the results. 

In Figures 5-7 and 5-8 the scattering data for 1,2% KCl:OH' and 

. 4% KCl:OD    are plotted.    These    wo systems exhibit the Same tvpe of 

scattering behavior.    At higher 'emperatures,   the spectra for both 
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scattering geometries look very much alike with a peak on either side 

of the trace position.     In addition for both samples,   the ( &       (t)p        (0)) 
r XX XX 

component has a line on the low energy side of the trace position shifted 

by a few wave numbers.   As the temperature is lowered, the (6        {i)g        (0)) 
' r XX XX 

scattering gradually collapses into the trace position until there is a 

single line at the stretching frequency.    The (&       (t)fc        (0)) component 

at low temperatures shows a single line shifted from the stretching mode 

by 25 cm'   for KClrOD    and 32 cm      for KCltOH  .    A search was made 

_1 
for the "300:' cm      lines which have been seen by I. R.   experiments and 

reported in section IV of this paper.    This line was not observed at any 

temperature or in any scattering geometry in both samples. 

C.     Discussion of the Sideband Results 

The KC1:CN" and KBr:CN    systems can be explained by assuming 

the barrier to rotational motion is small so that at room temperature 

the CN" molecule can be expected to induce Raman scattering similar 

to that induced by a free rotator.    As the temperature is lowered,  the 

effects of the crystalline potential become more and more significant 

until the temperature is finally below the barrier energy,  and the scat- 

tering becomes more characteristic of some other type of motion than 

that of a free rotator.    We shall discuss the low temperature spectra 

in terms of a Devonshire model for the molecular motion.    The free 

(38) rotator energies for a linear molecule are given by H     ,  = B J{J + I) 

where J is the angular momentum quantum number and B is propor- 

tional to the inverse of the moment of inertia (if B  = h/Lrr ' cl and all 

quantities are in cgs units H        is in cm    ).     Each level is (2 J  ^ 1) fold 

degenerate.     For the linear molecule the selection rules for the vibrating 
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rotator are aJ = 0,   +2 for the B&mai   scattering and AJ = + I for 

infrared ibaorptton,    Trant'tioii»» involving ij = C are called the 

Q branch.   aJ - + 2 the S branch.   & J = -2 the O branch,   Aj = +1 the 

IH branch,  and AJ = -. the P branch. 

!n the «aman effect one »ee« scattering results from the Q. S 

and O branches which are both linearly polarized parallel or perpen- 

di-ular to the incident electric field of the laser beam.    The scattering 

intensities have been worked out for this case by Minck et al. In 

particular it is shown vhat the unshifted scattering (i. e.  the O branch) 

has two components.    For scattered light polarized parallel to t^e 

laser electric field,  we designate this component as Q  .  and the other 

scattering polarization we designate as Q,.    Minck explicitly derived 

for the free rotator case that Q ; results largely from the trace com- 

ponest plus a small component due to tracelesr parts of the molecular 

frame polarizability tensor.    For Qt  onl - traceless scattering can be 

observed.    Miner, shows that the tracelese components in both Q    and 

Qi  contribute an order of magnitude or more less intensity than that 

contributed by the trace component of Q^. 

The shape of the Raman S and O branches is largely determined 

by the thermal population of the J levels.    The probability of occupa- 

tion of a given J manifold iccr- ases as the degeneracy.  (Z J  4 I),  but 

decreases by the Boltzmann factor.    There is thus a maximum occupied 

J level ar.d a maximum appears in the spectrum for S and O branches. 

Very often the simple approximation that the intensity of a given transi- 

tion is determined solely by the «. .cupation of * given rotational level 

(391 can be used (see.  for example,  ref.  (40K p.   127. and Minck et al       }. 
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ASBurring thi3 the separation of the maxim« -n tht S «nd O branchec Is, 

in cm"1.   iSOm*X * 2^/gBkT/hc = 4. 70 VIT with B in cm'1 and T in 

de^re^* Kelvin.    Similarly for the infrared P «nd B braschel 

aPRmax _ ^SEkT/hc wh;Ch is ;ugt , uctor of two «mailer than iSO^'** 

The results at high temperature« in Fip^ree 5-3 and 5-4 for 

KBr:CN" and KCl:CH* do give the feature» described by the free rotator. 

First,  the data presented in the figurv-« is due to scattering light 

polsriz«d perpendicular to the läse- electric polariration (this i« evident 

aa there the trace scattering is reduced bv approximatelv twc order of 

maenitudes from what it would be if pr.l»rUers were not urcdl.    The 

(S^Jl^^fO)) and (2*1%)$*   JO)} «pectra represtirt different crystal 

Ecometries.    For a free (laotropic) rotator,  these two apectra would be 

identical.    Thus,  the differer.ce« in the shap«: and form of the-e func- 

tions ?ire a measure of the »niaotropv due to the 0^ erviron.Aent of the 

molecule.    At the higher temperatures,  however,  the curves are very 

simila:.    Second, the Q «canering is small and is estimated "r> be sbettt 

two orders of magnitude smaller for these depolarized spectra then the 

trace scattering.    It should be remembered that rome of the apparent 

Q scattering may result from «purious trace acatterinfi.    A third 

feature in support of this model is that the s^paratio-   between the two 

peaks in the Raman results are abort twice those of the infrared resuite. 

Here we have for ZAPH1"** for KChCN* and KBr:CN" reapectjvely.  at 

300OK.  82 cm'1 and 72 crn"1. ^  '    In the Paman measurement« ASOm*X 

is approximately fcl and 59 respectively at 300OK. 

The peak separation is a relatively sensitive measure of the free 

rotator model.    A« given by *he equation above,  the peak separation ir 
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prepcrtio?i»l to the «quare root of the temperature.     In Figures 5-9 

*n4 ~'-i0 ehe separation ha» been plotted as a function of the square 

root cf the temperature for KBr:C.N" arid KCliCN' respectiveiy and 

for both «ctttering geometi ies.    At iow temperatures when the seat- 

in« from the lo« er.?rgy side of the stretching mode is too «rnali to 

be seen, the peak separation has ^-een taken as double the vr!u- of the 

hi^h energy peak's shift.    Also,  the "'0       (t)S       <0|> scattering fo'- 

KCkCN" ceases to have anv definable peak structure near 12C0K.  and 

has thus not been plotted for T < 120°.    It is evident at some tempera- 

ture, -i00OK for KCirCN" and-fcO0*: for KBrrCN". there i» s signifi- 

cant departure from the predicted straight iine.    Further,  even at 

room temperature and 'arorse at the lower temperatures, the peak 

separation« for the two scattering functions are not equal.    There it 

an iad^ation that they »rill become equal at seme higher temperai .re 

near 400 K.    It can be concluded from these figures that even at room 

temperature the crystalline environment of the molecule 8ifnific?nt!v 

modiiie» the free rotational states and,  further, that the interactions 

are slightly larger in KCl:CN' than KBr:CN'. 

The parameter B can be measured for the CN~ molecule by 

taUing the slopes of the lines in Figures 5-9 and 5-10.    A different B 

for each polarization is f Hind.    In the obvious notation, we have Tor 

KChCN".  FJ     ^ = . 6 cm'1 and B_    -^ . 9 cm"1, tnd KBrrCN". 

-1 -1 
B = . 4 cm  * and B = . 7 cm    .    These agree reasonably well 

with B = I. 0 cm'1 for KCUCN" and B = . 8 cm'1 for KBr:CN" from the 

reported infrared data.'   ' The errors in measuring the S anu O 

peak separations determine the error in the value of B.    An error of 
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»hoytt 20^ can b« at*-im*d.    The v»ia* of B i* char»cteri*iic öf the 

moicc«»c and all of the abev-«- rr^iiuT^     :~il;«r* should agree.    The 

ducrepascie» are da« to njeas^rei-sg    ^ccaracie» A^4.  rrsore importaistly. 

ti tfee effect» of the crvttsi esvirosssies* os the free roiatiosal »tale«. 

It i* clear frorr. the d-t* that the crvstallise e^^irosn^est K»« tls« effect 

of devreaai^i the rseaasred value.    W^ sii»l| a«e the ^al ae 01 B - I. 0 cm 

is thrS -JUCTiSE*OS fe^w. 

The racatiosal fuse *trs<i^re which U ij«? withl* os»- reialstios 

_| 121 
l?e|asrasios * 4B* 4 cm   1 wa* set ^»er^ed is»re sor ts the I 8.  rea^lt*. 

O^IT the *s¥»-l«se f^sicij^s» of Hie Tarifs* brasiChra «re »ees,    T^t* mav 

be ds*- äa a broade^tsi. ^ the rotatl*^*; llss« d«e to the caspHsf müh 

the SaRsce &r dse to *!Sall ^sre»Oli^*l4e »i»,i«isf of the higher eserry 

slate* of ?** rotati^&ai ieve!* bv tfee rrrstai lieM or «sera*- co?slsis*si«R. 

i_et u» saf» tsr* c^r attessios to th* io*^ tes^erats;»* data,    H#re 

ä im i&ece»sarv to val- ei^iclt acc^s^ of tse isteract^.2 «€ the r-*oHcsle 

witls the Lattice,    H«-a*^£ahle s^Tveat cas He oMslsed s*i§^ tts« Dero^asire 

sr^odel,='       SI» a^a^^ed t*mt tfct cesser of s^aa« of f^e ssdeode la tied 

to a lattice pais£ a^ the hi»t io»,» »r* at r^*": *o that ti* effect &! i—e 

h^i s* to prae^ce * «titic 5«tei»ial '**lch i» totaÜT m^rrs^^ttH ssder v. 
h 

«y3K»5etrv.    Ts* far s of the Drvo^hir* ^otet^iai i» 

Vfr.f I 5 - ^(J -  iO C9«*     - IS CO* 4r *S fie*- CO» *i% 0-1% 

iriseje K i» * coctftaufis.    Frorr» a »ys^le f^rfrsrhafios calcslat»os ate 

flsds that each of the »^ J * 11 fold d«-ir*5efate 4      rotatiofeal atate» s» 

«p^iä »s*o iev^-l* *hich are i*h- led atcordisx to the jrredacfhle repreaen» 

»atsor. of fe.    Saüjer'        ha» rece§tl\ tfnpro^^ed the ^akwiatio».  Isst f^r the 

*?s%all fields hrre.  P^vosthir^ talcuiaf son* »re sctiafactorry. 
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t-. Fjfurs 5-Ü4 the result« have fc-cn pl^t^s «s » fusclson of tht 

l*^ r«itcr ttates.    Fsr K ^»itive,  ?tse pct*^ti»l rrsisim» »r» in the 

9ii Cl<H)> directiss» »=si th« maxün» »re is the ei^ht üill dirrcti^B». 

The diSerei^e betweea posesti*! n^fcana *^ poi^iöi»! mi^ifn» i» »bo-si 

Tfe« •«leciios rale» ior samis »c»tterisf »re th»t the era*« pro- 

duct ssf the inäifti «.ad fis*l stit* 3^»t co-Stis eafe*r A    . E  . or F,. 

«yisfsueir* c^as^osesi f»*« »eiti^ rTi,    ^ ■»»» »h«»* is »cctisai O th*t 

tie A.    c-ffiB^esert fdiag&skl »Iä ö^Ä^e-^esa ^ crvjtil erieseatiesl 

c^rresp©^» t© tsfcc* »jr»ner|sgT the E_ cj^r^s^se^ fdysf&sii. fe=a 

rr*celc««l tfl    I'    ftii*     iri). »ad the F^    cmr&s^esä CöS di»t^i»Ii 

t« *i      (p^      f^l.    The er©*» «eiti^^ä» SOT the ^»r?^s* tn^^i&s» 

hs^e ss< l5*-e£ v»l<slated f»? the De*^s»hiT* p^otiel; hff*es»r.  ä *ee?n» 

r«A«^s»hle t« «»»an«« t^»t tr*s»^i&*» ■■hlch »»*!»;» i3 = sm  4 2 »«psld 

h* S^* ttr^sf«*: is thi» c»»e e# s »=**» cr*«?4l ll*ld,    SSSKU»?!* I«a- the 

is>»red «t^orprl^ «sfierspsesi», the cr«»« pTni^ct ssss«? i»^*ls T 

fi,«. ^c »yissnetTv of « rector *|3ISSäT, the äipole ©©erit^rl »äh the 

»dded hvyacheti« Af»is «€ i '  s * *- 

U*i^ the KErtCK' *« « p*jrticiii»r e»»sriple, t^re ^ a re»»«»s- 

HIT »«il-^e^lsei? lise •; 13 ess*' is ts* »pertrsm recorded «t i2*K 

K ■» 20.    Is Fi^re S-ph    i« ifnport»^ l>evos»hlre level» fesve Isees 

p»<ated for K « i0.    The seer isfrtred »b»orpti^s «»»»üreT^etst» iiaic*t* 
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-^ »» c«sier*4 ai rss^: 

*? **?cis fee «ASits -?^a**r*Sa*£rs w*re ?5*4e *** its^s; !«  K.  t** 

if 1 * »S 

*fcsfes« b»«« **« »**s i«r ft*     st^t'    rSi- *tMSers^.    T%* »üäfc ^ 

«se^c*      M«-*»^r*^ie^:* t*e*s »^fc « ?e**äse«* « 2. 5 <^  ' -^tr« 

re*a*s!^fe «f ?i* i^^r^P«5^ ^** W«, *^ i* KCfcCV  " 4 Ilse *S* 

feefe i* » r^#^s*l tT»ce *c*»eri^ ss»*il^ fee». tr«^«»^*t     I* t^ 

iör»r«ä »1 iK fee Magm^fe «^ fee - jji?? s^^e * *. i c^ m t*tt 

c*»* fee w^^^ ,* ^*«p is A, fl ■* Si^* F^jJ s if *^ *%^sl *, S c^ * ■*#•*£* 

a» IC i ie=   S^^s^is^^ #^&      11• iklii«I— ■*,* e* ' *^ S« F*3sa« 

Sae*»s?^i wife*; sC fe* **?-et€?^fcf w>3<t t<lWtJ Ä* tt*C« frr*??* r i-f 

f««?^fesl «r „ * »«&-=":.  «e »re fcel* «':^ * r**«S m f*a€ ^fxeea^*-« *i5i- 

^C t»3=set3-if i-treä v#*£i^»  3rf«#*E*rS #» tie i**i» al" fe* |5^%=&s»%5»* 

J±r »r^s^^eU* £»* ** *s*^* I« KCtC^'.     Her«,   ?*e U»* 

rvetf »S* fer 'f        S^ »        ^äetT> « I? os?   ' »söttet» * 
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sUghtly Inr.or valua ior K.   i.e.   h ^ 27.    The K  = 11 Devonshire levels 

have !>t»en plotted in Figure 5-)Jb. 

it we then take the difference in the maxim« and minim« of the 

: otenriai to :.   so-.n .measure c    »he barrier height, then V     = I. 7 

K = 3» cm-!:52'^ ^or KBrzCN" and VB = 46 cr^-^O^; for KCIrCN". 

It can be noted th«* th. se characteristic temperatures a?ree quite weil 

with the tempcraiire« at which the peak 5eParatione in Fi^ree 5-9 

and 5-10 begin to deviate from a ^T dependence {about ÖO^K for 

PrtCN" and 10öOK for KChCN'). 

NaCltCN" results in Fig-are 5-5 show entirely different scat- 

tering Phe?1o nenon.    The results can be understood » terms of a 

harmonic to-^on^l oscUUtion ab^t one of the six equivalent    «CO. 

ax. « of the crv.tal ^ere occaUonallv tn- molecule hops from o« 

< lOCi dire tien to mother 100 direction.    The first motioa give? 

:  xv^'" x¥(01    sca""iag and the hopping process will predict the 

S^me-^Ol    retults. 

In the lorsional harmonic cscU.ator model, the molecule oscil- 

I^t^ about a iiyed center of mas« making an mstantaaeou. angle t with 

one of the    ICO;  directions.    In the harmonic apprcximation. the mole- 

cule h/.s a potent!«! energy of the form 

v,,. . I '        0        2 

'      IB 

■ I.-re-        '    is the llbrationai for torsionai} frequence  in err;    .    To J=e 

rigorous,   it should be noted Hi«* the »wo angles arf necessary to <pev sfy 

the wave funetses.    tl the mo!»   ;Ue is In the crvst«! * direction,  «re 

coala pick the two angular coordinates to he one «nel« measured from 
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the % axis in the xz plane and a second angle measured in the v.^ plane. 

In general these two angular coordinates are not independent variabief. 

As a first approximation,  however,  if the angular deviations are ^-J- 

fici'vntly- small they may be treated as though they are indepen^-nt. 

The problem then reduces lo considerations - f two independesi simple 

harmonic oscili^tors. 

Picking to be the angula- deviation of the rr'jolecule in the xx 

plane, then to first order the change in the poiarisability tensor has 

comoonents 
ax.=Ca«-Wr- ^-3i 

The d-..gonaj components are changed of i> to second order.    Here a 

and a      are the compofttnt« of the polarizabiH'v tcnsoi of *he mole- 

cule aligned alcng the z axis.    I--, the notation of section 11, 

C-z, - 2^4 s (h - a5.    Thus, the l*am»n scattering from thi» type of 

motion i? allowed ard is completelv off diagonal givinf (£'  J-^'     (0) 

icatt-ring. 

Ising thv virtal theorem,  »e have 

where n is the occupation state of the librator.    Th .? 

'0 

r      2 f 
ground stit..  then r = = . H and for tbe first excited 

St*|F    rm«  "^ *  • H wh*R Vi = ^^ c^"1 ^«i B = i vm'5.    T^se angles 

r* not too large to »itnificantiy i?tt^lidat* the »r^ail a^fle approxi «^ 

Han (Le.   s » r 
rm« rn^s 
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Assuming now 'he molecule ii well locaii.'ed along one of   he 

vlOO) direction«,  the   Msgonal components will have a time dependence 

because at different tunes the molecule changes from one <100/ direc- 

tion *o another.    This conld occur in one of two ways: either the mole- 

cule is thermally activated and "hops!= over some sort of a potential 

Larrier or there i» qu^n^.    mechanical tunneling through the harrier. 

The Utter process ran    e neglected here because the linearidths of 

^ '? xx^X^'xjt^} scattering decrease with dec-easing tempvrature. 

GeneraUy.  tunneling processes depend upon high symmetry for their 

«existence.    As Ugh temperatures, the point site symmetry is reduced 

is a random way d-^e to the phonon structure of the crystal.    As the 

temperature i» reduced the reduction af symmetry is lessened and 

tunneling probabilities would i&crease. thus broaöening the 

'" xx'4^ xx^^' ^Be (i. *-   instead of having six degenerate states, 

the tu  seiisg transitions would split tome of this degeneracy). 

If the quantum mechanical approach is «upplemcnteü bv » semi- 

classical argument where Ci  (U£       (0)) is viewed as a correlation 
XX XX 

fsmtion, then the effect* due to a    hopping    process can be calculated 

io the lollowing .nacner.    The correlation fusction is defined a« 

where the SumTnattoc is intended to be over all possible values of £v     ftj 
xx 

is the Joint probaMlity f-tnetion. Oefinirg the ninction p(A| E) as the 

probability of A give- that B ha« occurred (t e. the conditional pro- 

oabiiity), the p(A.B^ • pCAj B<p(3) i« a b^sic consequence «f any 
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Markoffian process.     Define the combination of terms Si to mean the 

S     direction at time t".    In this case the molecule can have any cue 

of the = ix (lOO) directions.    We shall use the convention that if x is 

a particular S     direction then -S means the -x direction.    Then, 

p(St| S^O) means the probability the molecule is in the S      direction 

at time t when it is given the molecule was in the S        direction a 

t = 0. 

If it is assumed that the hopping process in Markoffian so that 

the probability distribution of molecular orient; t time t is 

determined by the orientation at time t  - dt,   i       | S-.O) can be easily 

determined.    Ti.:s is a relatively cemmon approximation which has 

been used to describe a number of physical systems.    See,   for 

example,   ref. (43).     Letting A^c. he the probability per unit time, 

the molecule hops from the S      direction to the S' direction,  A^ei 

will be a constant independent of time in this approximation.    Also 

under this assumption,  the following equation is then evident for 

small A?: 

p(S.tfÄtjSftO)=y p<S't|Snö)A„„.it fpiot|S  O) -V p(St|SnO)Acc.&t. 
u '—SiS ^-S'^S U 

(5-7) 
Expanding 

dp(St|S tJ 
lKSi+At}S0t0) =p(St|S0t0H iL»At-K.. (5.«) 

dt 

the following is obtained 

dp(St|S0t0) 

 * •Zs,>ts
J,(S,dsoVAss'-^Sti&oto)Zs.jts

Ass" 

The first term represents the  probability of the molecule hopping into 

the S direction from anv of the others,  and the second term is for the 

(5-9) 
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probability of hopping out of the S direction.     Picking a solution of the 

Mt form e       reduces the above equation to solving a six by six secular 

determinant.    This can be significantly simplified by noting the fol- 

lowing.    From the symmetry of the lattice,   it is clear that there are 

only two independent hopping probabilities/unit time.    For a mole- 

cule in a given direction,   it can hop to either an orientation that is 

90° or 180° from the original.    Thus,  let Ag  <,, = A{S'  ^ -S) and 

Ac     o = C-    Further it is evident there are only three independent 

conditional probability functions,   namely p{St( SO),  p{StjS,0)(S'  ^ +S) 

and p(-St(S0).    This reduces the se  ular equation to a 3 x  3 which 

has two parameters.    The solutions are 

P(St|S0)     -la+Ze-6^^   +3e-(4A+ZC)M) (5-10) 

P(-St|S0)   .id + Zc-6^   -Se-^-^W) 

p^StjS'O)    =|{1 - e"6^*!) . S' )t +s 

Note these solutions give the proper boundary conditions,   namely 

p(SO)SO)  = 1 and p(S,0JS0) = p{-S0|S0) = 0. 

Assuming all ^100) directions are initially equally  probably 

at t = 0, we have p(S0) = 1/6 for all S.    Then by taking the proper 

average over all ( ICO) directions 

^0^(0)) =|(a-b)V6A^l (5-11) 

where a and be are the components of the CN" polarizabil'.ty tensor in 

the molecular frame as given in section II.    Taking the Fourier trans- 

form,  we have 
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This is a Lorcntzian tine, whose full width at half iütensitv is 12A in 

units of sec , centered at the stretching mode frequency. Note that 

the spectra of the scattered light does not deperd on the parameter C; 

this involves "hops    of 180    and dov-s not change the poLariJabuitv 

V V 
tensor.    The \B       {t)B       (0)) scattering, then,  is a measure of the 

hopping probability from one (l00> direction to another at right angles. 

In this semiclassical approach one considers the mcleucle as 

jumping over a potential barrier whose maximam is V For a partic- 

ular molecule which may be jumping from «ay the x direction to tht y 

direction, Chan^.rasekhar has derived a formula which can be used to 

determine A (re .  (43),  p.   70).    Taking V l  _ to be in cm"   and A »a 

secr ,  if c is thf      eed of light in cm sec"" 

A = {2nrlc vltb
0 e>tpf-vB/kTl. 

This predicts an exponential d-p-.ac^nce of the lalf width of 

(OS     v^'^ scattering on inver.se tempertture.    in Figure 5-fc 

the \ S5       (t)p       (0)> half widtn has been appropriately pictted in unit* 

of cm     r.nd we see that this functional form is well obeyed,    in terms 

ol this theory the ordinate should correspond to 12A C    ,    From the 

slope of this curv^,  V_  = 395   K can be determined,    ösinj? th« meas- 

ured value for v the simple formula above predicts a v*Iue for 

(2?T)C"  A of 54 cm'   at infinite temperature.    Taking a twelfth of the 

infinite temperature intercept in Figure 5-fe and multiplying bv 

2n(2rtc     A  = 52 cm    .    The agreement is quite good. 
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TH* KCItQII *sd KCirCÄ" tjstam* is Fsifsr«» $-1 *sd S-* art 

iTiar* ^iiflcsK lo usderstssd ffe*s th* CH* *y*tes55*.    Sssce th<- »■»« 

pol»ritaliös» for hath tjtmpl** is fJse fciffc tem|>*r»fr3re results arc 

»urly ld«Mic*l A»ä rcirafible S »sd O briacH*«^  u «cr±ld «**m »i 

fir»? siffct tfe»t |»erh»|» « fr«* rctalor mod«-! ?s»v »pply.    Thi« i» »sot 

^* case far ihr** r#»tös*.    Fir*t. tls* free rotator is tH* KClrOII 

«¥«t*HS «tteäld bi»* * p*Ak »*p»r*!ios sf ^Jö «rss"'.    rl^r* '»* =-=*--* 

s**4 « v»ts* for B • IS. 0 cm * »s H»t b«*s rtctsäl^ «^i^ieste^ ior 

tfe* firs; ««is« vibritiosti «tat* « CÄI* by iCI«ls «t »I, * Tfe* 

r?s«»i^r*d v*^s* ^ «boä ^ cm*' does ^a* *{?*« «v*s »|^r^ri?5^ste!v. 

Is tb* seic^ place,  tb« isfr»red »bsorpfti^s 4»J* is »b* vicisil* of t** 

*tr«tc^isi mod* »; ^#0   do*« ^st »bo» sb* cbar»ct*ri*tic P *ad 8 

br»scb*« si *. fr»* rssator; » «i^l* br**d Ilse c*at*r*d *^sse«^^r* 

?ar»r A* Q'^ pe*itsos i* ^*e»ved.    Tbirdty. Ö* oeaiw **p«r«tiK^ el 

« fr«« reteter I» ^roportifffai to fe« i***r** s^aar* rase «C tb? -sses^s 

«£ iserti».    Tb»t i» iSO3^ - ^ - I**.    Tb^,  *t&« CVjp-/^^.-»1 - L 5*> 

f»*»äS5isf sbe i^t«rsaCi«*r «^»frisf ^ tb* 9sol*C9^ do** aal rtr? w^b 

tb« bydrofts Isotope s»«dl, M ctts b* «cpecta^ s«5 

IdkM*       Lj«- f£SCr^^<Sj- * L J"f     Tb* s«* 5r*d ¥%Sä* ^ fee !■« 

san£l*c *t 5M'*K tor fe« Ci       ftlf' car^s^se^ i* T^#~5-^ I 

vH^ts *yperass*ssai error, 

Tb« iwlfe^i **?Tsst r»tsr* gjg*gsTtn>«M«. «« Äe otb«? b»^,  c«iiM 

ta »«^* ««*st, W s^«r«*ood is t»*^ *    * » ^i^aoftic tor*ies«J ^»cil- 

i>5or   »« is tb* t»*« sf tb* SiCi^CN* tTt»*sg.    Tb« poartTjiHo^ *l tb* 

•ftifted tld*i*i*d b*« ^* «orr*« oS «5*tofe»i »T^s^Kirr of » libr*»ios»! 

n^d«.    M &t bars^osl? pot«sU*l tb*t 0* giol*^«^* **** »s wriit*s as 
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1-2 
V{-) = j D-    where, as in the NaCUt-N    sv ft«m,   3 Is the instantaneous 

aagle nsade with ose of the ClOO> directions,  »t can be assumed that to 

first order D is not affected by the isotope change.    An examinatior. of 

the form ol the potentia! in the discussion of NaChCN* shows in this 

case that V^thJ      *H'lfbr      - = U 3T5.    The measure value of 
0 OK 0OP 

iZiZS = L 2S is is good agreement.    Here we also have S = C-wi    =   7! 
rms       32 

lor the groacd lihration state ol OH' and a somewhat higher value for 

the OB system. This is quite s large value, asd the assumptions of 

sssch a simple model are cot expected to he particular»- accurate. 

It wosld appear that the hydrosvl iMeryctioa with the iattic« is 

«uurest is düferesä temperature regions.    Molecular motion in high 

temperatar^- regions seen^s to be governed mostly by an interaction 

wMh the t«-„„eLatins»I frä«*ios of the molecule as there « no apparent 

is^i-pe shift.    At hsw ten^eratareg, howe-»-er. there is a very definite 

isotope shift and it woeld seem that th#  molecular motion »nvolves 

mostly rotational effect«. 

The li-e down shifted from the Q<0} position by a fre wave 

sombftrs in both the KCI:OH' and KChOD samples is probably due to 

a cissterisg effect.    ^ has Ö;e correct scattering symmetry (i.e. 

Ci       l»!ST     fvii to be a clsster of t^o nvdroxvl ions one each on nt xx 

adfaceM anion sites pointinj towards each other along a »löO) direction. 
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Raman scaliering of light from represerstative alkaii halkle crvsta»*. 
containing CN'.NOi'.OH' and OD~ impurities is reoortt-d and a »alvied.   The 
observed spectra have a low frequency range,  i=? which t^-e scattered light is 
usuaily shifted ^rom the incident light by less than 500 to ■106 cm*",  arsd a 
high frequency    angc in whic*- the shifts aie typicallv 1000 to 200(1 cm"*. 
Although ihe low frequency region does not rcadiiv lend Uself to q-samitativr 
analysis it is ciear that its main features can be interpreted in terms of a 
mixture of second order scattering from the pure host,  impurity induced 
first order scattering that results from perturbing the pure host,  ar.d scat- 
tering from the rotational degrees of freedom of the molecui*r impurity. 

The high frequency region,  on the other hand ,  consists of spectra 
whose frequencies arc characteristic of the internal normal coordinates of 
the molecule.    A very narrow totally polarized line with depolarised side%a"d 
structure is generally observed.    T-e sharp central component is at the fre- 
quency of an internal molecular normal coordinate and. typically,  has a line- 
•spidth of one cm"^.    It is little affected by the type cf host or changes in tempera- 
ture.    It is found that ihe sideband structure gives a measure oi the molecule 
votatijnÄi dynamics.    Depending on host and impurity,  the ebscrved characterise- 
behavior vai »es from nearly tree rotation to heavily trapped libratior.al motion 

The techniques employed here, both theoretical and experimental, 
demonstrate and define the rather broad usesu'ness of the Haman ef.ect in 
studying systems of an analogous nature as in=  for instance,  molecular motion 
in liquids and liquid crysatls as vseil as molecules in solid; I 
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